CEN 02/2018 (Level 1 Posts as per 7th CPC)

Medical Examination of Candidates shortlisted for Document verification

The Document Verification (DV) of shortlisted candidates based on their merit in the CBT conducted for Level 1 posts against CEN 02/2018 followed by Medical Examination is under progress under the coordination of Railway Recruitment Cells of various railways.

Regarding Medical Examination, candidates are advised that after completion of DV, medical examination will be carried out by Railway Hospital. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical examination fee of Rs 16 only. There are no other charges to be paid to the Hospital for the medical examination.

In rare cases, where the investigation like CT Scan, Ultra sound, tests to rule out refractive eye surgery etc have to be carried out for which necessary facility is not available in the Railway hospital, then for such investigation, candidates have to make the requisite payment to the concerned laboratory/hospital.

Candidates may note that all the recruitment related activities by Railways is purely on merit basis only and candidates are not required to make any payment to any authorities other than the prescribed Medical Examination fee of Rs 16.

Complaints, if any, on the above, may be brought to the notice of the Vigilance Department of the concerned Railway, Sr. Divisional Personnel Officer/Divisional Personnel Officer of the Division and Chairperson/ Railway Recruitment Cell (RRC) of the concerned Railway.
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